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The IT Effectiveness Group 

10-Point Wireless Cost Reduction Program 

1) Contracts 

ITE’s contract management service will benchmark your contract rates against the 

best available for similar spending. Our mobile contract experts then negotiate a 

more favorable contract that includes pricing and discount programs, SLA’s, and 

terms & conditions that are not commonly known.  

2) Optimization 

We can significantly lower your monthly mobility cost through implementing 

special usage pooling and plan optimization programs.  ITE then monitors each 

billing component and makes adjustments to minimize cost. 

3) International 

International expenses comprise a large and growing portion of most corporate 

wireless bills.  ITE negotiates customized roaming packages and then proactively 

manages these global devices to reduce costs. We also can assist our clients in 

implementing mobile VoIP and global SIM card solutions to keep roaming costs 

under control. 

4) Inventory Management  

ITE will establish and maintain an accurate mobile inventory within a centralized 

database allowing you to track and manage physical device inventory as well as all 

inventories of mobile numbers tied to employees, departments and cost centers 

5) Chargeback 

Mobile expenses are correctly allocated back to cost centers or individual users 

while integrating with HR, Finance, and technology systems. 

6) Invoice Audit and Assurance 

According to Gartner, 12% – 20% of corporate telecom charges are in error and 

unfortunately for businesses, 85% of these charges are in the carrier’s favor. ITE 

audits your carrier invoices to ensure your bills align with contracted rates. Billing 

errors are quickly identified and corrected, and any disputes are fully managed to 

resolution. 

7) Reporting 

Our summary level, detail, and customized reporting offer a clear and concise view 

into your telecommunications expenses and assets.  

8) Vendor Management 

               ITE vendor management life-cycle program focuses on cost reduction while

 producing added benefits such as innovation, risk mitigation, increased customer  

satisfaction, and maximizing the value of your investments. 
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9) Consulting 

Our expert team provides program/project management including but not limited 

to TEM software implementation, MDM execution, carrier consolidation, staff 

training, and advisory services  

10)   Policy 

Organizations face the challenge of creating mobile policies that allow users to be 

productive, while at the same time protecting corporate data and assets. ITE helps 

clients successfully develop, implement, and communicate mobility policies that fit 

your specific needs based on industry best practices 

 

 


